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Abstract. An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) operating closer to a larger vessel experiences
significant hydrodynamic forces requiring an adaptive control mechanism to maintain acceptable
trajectory. It is therefore important that the designer understands the hydrodynamic characteristics
of the vehicle in this scenario in order to develop appropriate control algorithms to deal with its
dynamic behaviour. This requires developing simulations of the vehicles behaviour close to the larger
vessel, the control algorithms, and the dynamic interface between the two.

This paper presents a method to generate a complete hydrodynamic model of underwater vehicles
using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code ANSYS CFX, which can then be interfaced
with the vehicles control algorithms within a simulation environment. The essential aspect of the
method is the re-mesh approach, where the mesh deforms locally around the bodies using an Arbi-
trary Lagrangian-Eulerian form of the governing fluid equations and re-meshes when the deformation
significantly compromises the quality of the mesh. This overcomes the motion limitations imposed
by a pure deforming mesh approach.

Preliminary work to validate the method is based on two smooth spheres moving relative to
each other. It shows that this method is able to adequately simulate the fluid behaviour around the
bodies. The paper also describes the future work focused on a 6 degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) AUV
modelled in CFD to obtain its hydrodynamic behaviour to be interfaced to the control system within
MATLAB.

Tóm tắt. Mô.t phu.o.ng tiê.n ngà̂m tu.. hành (AUV) hoa.t dô.ng gà̂n tó.i mô.t tà̂u ló.n ho.n chi.u a’nh
hu.o.’ ng các lu.. c thu’y dô.ng ho.c dáng kê’ cà̂n mô.t co. cấu diè̂u khiê’n th́ıch nghi dê’ duy tr̀ı quỹ da.o
chuyê’n dô.ng o.’ mú.c cho phép. Do vâ.y diè̂u quan tro.ng là ngu.̀o.i thiết kế biết du.o.. c các dă.c t́ınh
thu’y dô.ng ho.c cu’a phu.o.ng tiê.n ngà̂m trong t̀ınh huống này dê’ có thê’ phát triê’n các thuâ.t toán diè̂u
khiê’n th́ıch ho.. p vó.i dô.ng thái cu’a nó. Diè̂u này dòi ho’i viê.c phát triê’n các mô pho’ng dô.ng thái cu’a
phu.o.ng tiê.n ngà̂m khi hoa.t dô.ng gà̂n mô.t tà̂u ló.n ho.n, các thuâ.t toán diè̂u khiê’n và tu.o.ng tác dô.ng
ho.c giũ.a hai vâ.t thê’.

Bài báo này tr̀ınh bày phu.o.ng pháp ta.o ra mô.t mô h̀ınh thu’y dô.ng ho.c tro.n ve.n cu’a các phu.o.ng
tiê.n ngà̂m su.’ du.ng phà̂n mè̂m ANSYS CFX gói mã Dô.ng ho.c Chất lo’ng T́ınh toán (CFD), và có
thê’ tu.o.ng tác mô h̀ınh này vó.i các thuâ.t toán diè̂u khiê’n phu.o.ng tiê.n ngà̂m trong môi tru.̀o.ng mô
pho’ng. Diê’m ch́ınh yếu cu’a phu.o.ng pháp là cách tái thiết lâ.p ma.ng ta.i dó ma.ng biến da.ng cu.c bô.
xung quanh các vâ.t thê’ dùng phu.o.ng tr̀ınh chất lo’ng mô ta’ có da.ng Lagrangian-Eulerian tu.. cho.n và
tái thiết lâ.p ma.ng khi su.. biến da.ng có a’nh hu.o.’ ng rất dáng kê’ dến chất lu.o..ng cu’a ma.ng. Phu.o.ng
pháp này khắc phu.c du.o.. c nhũ.ng ha.n chế gây ra bo.’ i phu.o.ng pháp biến da.ng ma.ng thuà̂n túy.

Viê.c dánh giá phu.o.ng pháp so. bô. ban dà̂u du.o.. c du.. a trên hai mă.t tro.n tru chuyê’n dô.ng tu.o.ng
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dối vó.i nhau. Qua dó cho thấy phu.o.ng pháp này có thê’ mô pho’ng dà̂y du’ dô.ng thái chất lo’ng xung
quanh các vâ.t thê’. Bài báo này cũng tr̀ınh bày các công viê.c tiếp theo tâ.p trung vào mô.t phu.o.ng
tiê.n ngà̂m sáu bâ.c tu.. do (6-DOF) du.o.. c mô h̀ınh hóa trong phà̂n mè̂m CFD dê’ thu du.o.. c dô.ng thái
thu’y dô.ng ho.c tu.o.ng tác vó.i hê. thống diè̂u khiê’n trong môi tru.̀o.ng MATLAB.

Nomenclature

Fs, Fb : Stable and apparent body forces;

XCFD, YCFD , ZCFD : Force vector obtained from integrated body surface pressure and

shear;

KCFD,MCFD, NCFD : Moment vector obtained from integrated body surface pressure

and shear;

XS , YS , ZS : Weight and buoyancy vectors;

XP , YP , ZP : Thrust vector obtained from the propulsion system model;

KP ,MP , NP : Torque/moment obtained from the propulsion system model;

x, y, z : Body axis coordinates;

u, v, w : Linear velocities;

p, q, r : Angular velocities;

u̇, v̇, ẇ : Linear accelerations;

S : Static stability forces;

B : Centre of buoyancy;

G : Centre of mass;

O : Inertial coordinate system;

R, r : Position vector;

I : Moments and products of inertia for body;

ρ : Fluid density;

t : Time;

φ, θ, ψ : Roll, pitch, and yaw;

W : Net Buoyancy Force;

Re : Reynolds Number (based on diameter);

Abbreviation

Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Degree of Freedom (DOF), Autonomous Underwater

Vehicle (AUV), Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE).

1. INTRODUCTION

When an AUV is operating close to a larger vessel such as a submarine or a surface ship,

the hydrodynamic interactions between the two can be significant (Fig. 1). Given that the

AUV is relatively small, this interaction can adversely affect its trajectory, which in extreme

cases can cause collision or loss of the vehicle. Therefore, it is essential that the AUVs control

system is sufficiently robust and adaptive to deal with rapidly varying pressure and velocity

fields around the vehicle (Fig. 2).
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In order to quantify the interaction between the two vehicles, it is required to conduct

numerical and/or experimental work to obtain their hydrodynamic characteristics during op-

erations in close proximity. One method of numerically obtaining this is to conduct CFD

simulations of the vehicle manoeuvres to predict the resulting forces and moments, which

will characterise the behaviour of the vehicles. This can then be fed into the control system

simulation to develop the necessary algorithms to maintain the required trajectory.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Interaction between vehicles (ROV-online.com). Fig. 2. Velocity field around an

AUV.

To date, many of the numerical approaches to obtain the hydrodynamic characteristics of

multiple submerged vehicles adopt a body fixed mesh ([3] and [4]), where the fluid domain

mesh is rigid and the bodies are held at fixed locations relative to the fluid domain. Flow is

initiated at the fluid domain boundaries to provide relative motion between the fluid and the

bodies in the required directions (Fig. 3). This approach has proven successful in predicting

the hydrodynamic forces and moments on multiple bodies that are at fixed locations. However,

this approach is not suitable when the bodies move relative to each other. In addition, it fails

to incorporate the acceleration and added mass components of the bodies and the surrounding

fluid.

Fig. 3. Body fixed mesh simulation [4]

This project recommends an alternate approach using the ANSYS Meshing Platform

(AMP) re-mesh method, which is currently a beta feature within the ANSYS v13.0 CFD

code. The method theoretically allows an arbitrary number of bodies in relative motion to be

simulated, where the mesh deforms locally around the bodies during motion and re-meshes

when the deformation significantly compromises the quality of the mesh (Note: an example
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of CFD mesh used in the current simulation is shown in Fig. 6). However, the capability of

the method is yet to be validated for such simulations and studies adopting the method are

currently non-existent in the public domain. Hence, the objective of this paper is to:

+ Present the underlying theory behind the re-mesh method and its implementation for 6-DOF

simulations;

+ Outline the solution procedure of the simulation; and

+ Provide preliminary results of the method in terms of accuracy.

2. FLUID EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The CFD re-mesh method requires an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) form of the

governing fluid equations to accommodate the deformation in the mesh. The ALE formulation

allows the mesh motion to be defined independent of the motion of the fluid being analysed.

The mass momentum equations in ALE form are as shown below, where calculation of the

mesh velocity umj is based on the domain boundary movement of the body [1].

Mass conservation:

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρ(uj − umj)

∂xj
= 0. (1)

Momentum:

∂ρui

∂t
+
∂ρui(uj − umj)

∂xj
= Fs + Fb, (2)

where stable forces on the body (Fs) is

Fs =
∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
µ
∂ui

∂xj

)
, (3)

and the apparent body force (Fb) is

Fb = −ρd
2
0R

dt2
. (4)

To account for the deforming mesh, the turbulence equations are also in ALE form:

k - equation:

∂ρk

∂t
+
∂ρk(uj − umj)

∂xj
= Pk − β′ρkω +

∂

∂xj

[(
µ +

µt

σk

)
∂k

∂xj

]
. (5)

ω - equation:

∂ρω

∂t
+
∂ρω(uj − umj)

∂xj
= α

ω

k
Pk − β′ρkω2 +

∂

∂xj

[(
µ +

µt

σω

)
∂ω

∂xj

]
. (6)

Details on the turbulence model source terms are available in [1]. An additional set of mesh

displacement Laplace equations is added to solve the ALE formulation. The Laplace equations

diffuse boundary motion into the interior of the fluid domain. The resulting solution, obtained
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by integrating over the time interval, allows for the extraction of the mesh velocity umj . The

set of Laplace equations is as follows:

Mesh displacement equations:

∂ρ

∂xj

(
Γ
∂x′i
∂xj

)
= 0, (7)

where

x′i = xi − x0
i . (8)

The displacement diffusion coefficient, Γ, is a function of near wall distance.

3. BODY EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The set of equations described below is used to illustrate the coupling of the body equations

of motion with the fluid equations of motion in ALE form for a 6-DOF simulation [2]. The

body equations of motions, based on a translating coordinate system fixed to a submerged

body and are as follows:

General equation of motion:

∑
F = mu̇G, (9)

u̇G = (u̇0)xyz + ω̇rG + ω(ωrG), (10)

∑
M0 = ([İ]ω + [İ]α)xyz + rGmu̇G. (11)

The moments of inertia are functions of time and evaluated at each new time interval

where,

[İ]ω + [I ]α) =
d([I ]ω)
dt

. (12)

This allows a system of equations to be solved to track the motion of the body, where axial

(x-axis), lateral (y-axis), and normal (z-axis) forces are,

m[u̇− xG(q2 + r2) + yG(pq − ṙ) + zG(pr+ q̇)] = XCFD +XS +XP , (13)

m[v̇ − yG(r2 + p2) + zG(qr − ṗ) + xG(qp+ ṙ)] = YCFD + YS + YP , (14)

m[ẇ − zG(p2 + q2) + xG(rp− q̇) + yG(rq + ṗ)] = ZCFD + ZS + ZP , (15)

with the force vectors obtained from the stable and apparent forces. Similarly rolling (x-axis),

pitching (y-axis) and yawing (z-axis) moment are,

Ixṗ− Izxṙ − Ixy q̇ − İxp− İzxr − İxyq +m[yGẇ − ZGv̇] = KCFD +KS +KP , (16)
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Iy q̇ − Ixy ṗ− Iyz ṙ+ İyq − İxyp− İyzr+m[zGu̇− xGẇ] = MCFD +MS +MP , (17)

Iz ṙ − Iyz q̇ − Izxṗ+ İzr− İyzq − İzxp+m[xGv̇ − yGu̇] = NCFD +NS +NP . (18)

This results in a matrix system:




m 0 0 0 mzG −myG

0 m 0 −mzG 0 mxG

0 0 m myG −mxG 0
0 −mZG myG Ix −Ixy −Izx

mZG 0 −mxG −Ixy Iy −Iyz

−myG mxG 0 −Izx −Iyz Iz







u̇
v̇
ẇ

ṗ
q̇

ṙ




=




XRHS −XLHS

YRHS − YLHS

ZRHS − ZLHS

KRHS −KLHS

MRHS −MLHS

NRHS −NLHS



.

The solution of the matrix system results in estimates at the new time level of accelerations

(u̇, v̇, ẇ, ṗ, q̇, ṙ), which in turn with the known time step allow for calculation of velocities

(u, v, w, p, q, r).
The auxiliary derivatives in the inertial frame (ẋ0, ẏ0, ż0, φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇) is then integrated to

obtain the new position and angular movement (x0, y0, z0, φ, θ, ψ).

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND SOLUTION PROCEDURE

4.1. CFX re-mesh method

The essential aspect of the method is that the mesh in the fluid domain deforms locally

around the body as it moves, and re-meshes when the mesh quality is deemed poor. The

simulation information from the previous mesh is interpolated into the new mesh. This allows

the bodies within the fluid domain to move in relative motion, which is not possible using a

body fixed mesh approach.

Re-meshing within the ANSYS code can be carried out either through the AMP or ICEM

CFD mesher. ICEM CFD re-meshing option exists as a built-in feature within ANSYS v13.0.

However, its re-meshing is tied to the original mesh parameters, and thus requires a high

quality robust mesh to prevent compromising the mesh integrity during the re-mesh process.

This in turn requires significant mesh development time, while slowing down the simulation

runtime.

The AMP re-meshing option is able to use a much simpler mesh and offers an automated

re-meshing approach suitable for most complex geometries. In addition, the method offers

more control over the geometry and meshing parameters during the solving stage. However,

the method is yet to be fully integrated into the ANSYS code and requires a user defined

re-meshing script to transfer the motion of the bodies into ANSYS WorkBench (WB) in order

to recreate the geometry and new mesh. The user-defined script is summarized into five main

parts (as shown in Fig. 4):

Part 1: Opens WB project component.

Part 2: Extract monitor data from the current time step.
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Part 3: Override values of WB parameters for the geometry and mesh based on monitor data.

Part 4: Recreate geometry and mesh.

Part 5: Replace mesh, interpolate solution on new mesh, and continue solver run.

The interrupt conditions, e.g. mesh quality below a predetermined threshold, to initiate

re-meshing script is defined in the solver control.

4.2. Solution process

The solution procedure involves iterating within a time step to obtain the average force

and moment conditions over the time step that result in a new predicted velocity state for the

next time step.

Within a time step, the hydrodynamic variables are recomputed providing a new set of

forces and moments to use in the body equations of motion. The repetition of the iterations

(coefficient loops) and re-evaluation of the body state is continued until the RMS residuals in

the fluid equations are reduced below a specified limit. The solution process is summarized in

the flowchart shown in Fig. 5.

5. RESULTS

The current development work focuses on the re-mesh method. The coupling of the fluid

equations of motion with the body equations of motion as described in Section 3 and Section 4

is also examined using ANSYSs built-in rigid body solver. This will be incorporated in future

work which involves coupling the fluid and body equations with a control system to simulate

a full 6-DOF AUV manoeuvring close to a larger vessel. The simulations presented in this

paper examine the accuracy of the re-mesh method to predict the flow around the bodies

under a prescribed motion, and the acceleration of the motions when coupled with the rigid

body solver

To validate the re-mesh method, two identical smooth spheres are considered as shown in

Fig. 6. All simulation cases were carried out in RANS mode using the Shear Stress Transport

(SST) turbulence model, which is able to adequately model both the near wall and free stream

conditions. Two simulation cases are described below.

Simulation case 1 (Prescribed motion)

Two spheres, Sphere 1 and Sphere 2, are to maintain position parallel to a free stream

of Re = 1 × 104 for 2 seconds. Sphere 2 maintains position throughout simulation to serve

as a control. At simulation time, t = 2s, Sphere 1 moves forward in the x-direction under a

prescribed acceleration, increasing at a rate of 0.179m/s2 per second, for 2.5 seconds. A fixed

time step of 0.01s was used.

The spheres are 0.1m in diameter, with neutral buoyancy in order to isolate the need for

the body equations of motion.

The X forces on the two spheres plotted in comparison to the experimental results by

Morrison [5] are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. As seen by the results, the general trend is well

replicated. However, there are some issues in capturing certain aspects of the force curve, such

as the ‘dip experienced in Morrisons curve for the moving sphere as its velocity increases and
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the boundary layers transits from laminar to turbulent. This will require further refinement

to the mesh and the model settings.
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The CFD forces on the stationary body in Fig. 8 are relatively close to the experimental

results. The spike exhibited in the CFD results represents the re-meshing, as the solver has to

re-establish convergence. It is observed that the re-meshing introduces a small discontinuity

in the force which can be reduced through time step refinement and increasing the coefficient

loops.

Simulation case 2 (Rigid body solver)

In this case, full coupling between the CFD solution and ANSYS rigid body solver is used.

Both Sphere 1 and Sphere 2 are 10m apart to isolate out any interaction between the bodies,

and are submerged at an initial depth of 100m. The spheres are then allowed to float upwards

for 1.5 seconds in order to examine the accelerations of the spheres as a result of buoyancy.

The spheres are 1m in diameter, with buoyancy and gravity (in the z-direction) activated.

The mass, added mass, and moments of inertia for the spheres are shown in Table 1. It is

noted that the added mass for a sphere is constant in the x, y, and z directions and zero in

the angular directions.

Table 1. Mass and inertia properties of the spheres

Sphere 1 Sphere 2

Mass [kg], m 261.014 391.521

Ix [kg m2] 26.1014 39.1521

Iy [kg m2] 26.1014 39.1521

Iz [kg m2] 26.1014 39.1521

Added Mass [kg], ma 261.014 261.014

The net buoyancy force, W , is obtained by subtracting the weight from the buoyancy

force of the spheres. Using the Newtons 2nd law, the linear accelerations of the spheres in the

negative z-direction (i.e. upwards) are analytically obtained as,

ẇ = − W

m+ma
. (20)

The displacements in the z-direction are obtained by twice integrating Eq. (20) with

respect to time as,

z(t) = − 0.5W
m +ma

t2. (21)

Fig. 9. Z-displacement of Sphere 1 and Sphere 2
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The predicted CFD (upward) acceleration for Sphere 1 is 4.741 m/s2 while the analytical

result is 4.905 m/s2, giving an error of 3.34%. For Sphere 2, the predicted acceleration is 1.902

m/s2 with the analytical result being 1.962 m/s2, thus having an error of 3.04%. Fig. 9 shows

the z-displacement of the two spheres plotted in comparison to the analytical results. As seen

by the results, the general trend is well replicated.

6. CONCLUSIONS

AUVs operating close to larger surface and submerged vessels will require simulations of

both the hydrodynamic behaviour and the adaptive control system to enable proper design

of the vehicle. The two components of the simulation need to be interfaced to enable the

designer to understand the response of the vehicle due to the interaction between the AUV

and the vessel.

The paper described the simulation of two underwater bodies moving relative to each

other to provide hydrodynamic data to feed into the AUV control system simulation. Initially

this consisted of two spheres. However, this will be expanded to simulate a fully appended

6-DOF AUV and a submerged moving vessel. In general, an AUV is a complex geometry

due to the appendages. Therefore, it is foreseen that the AUV mesh model will require

significant refinement, thus resulting in greater development effort and longer runtime during

the simulations. The process employed is the AMP re-meshing method in ANSYS-CFX, which

was coupled with a rigid body solver to predict the accelerations of the bodies. The simulations

provided promising results in comparison to experimental data and analytical results. This

method is currently being improved to provide faster real time data linked to a MATLAB

control environment replicating the AUVs control algorithm.
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